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An interpolation result related to the Hardy space P’(m) associated with a 
logmodular algebra A is presented, where m is the representing measure for 
some y E M(A). The above result is used to answer a question rasied in [6]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove an interpolation result related to the Hardy space 
H”(m) associated with a logmodular algebra A, where m is the representing 
measure for some y E M(A). Here M(A) d enotes the maximal ideal space of A. 
More precisely, we prove the following: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let B be a closed subalgebra of Lm(m) containing Hm(m), and S 
be a subset of M(L”(m)) which is a weak peak set for B. If f E B is such that f Is is 
invertible in B Is , then there exists F E B CI (L”(m))-l such that f = F on S. 
The above result will be used to give an affirmative answer to a question 
raised in [6], related to the Hardy space Hm of the open unit disk D. The result 
is the following: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let S be subset of M(Lm) which is a weah peak set for H”. If 
u EL*, 1 u 1 = 1 on S and dist(zc, Hsm) < 1, then there exists a unimodular 
function 6 in La such that 21 = u on S and dist(ti, H*) < 1. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains some well-known basic 
definitions. This is followed in Section 3 by a discussion of known material 
about Hm(m) which will be used later. The proofs of the main results are in 
Sections 4 and 5. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. We denote by C(X) [C,(X)] the space 
of complex [real] valued functions on X. The algebra C(X) [C,(X)] is a Banach 
algebra under the supremum norm llf]lrn = sup{]f(x)]: x E X>. 
A closed subalgebra A of C(X) is said to be a function algebra on X if A 
contains the constants, and A separates the points of X. A subset S of Xis said 
to be a peak set for A if there exists fin A, such thatf = 1 on S and 1 f / < 1 off 
S. A set S is a weak peak set for A if S is an arbitrary intersection of peak sets 
for A. Let 4-l denote the group of invertible elements in A and log 1 A-’ / = 
{log 1 f I: f6 A-‘}. 
A function algebra A is called a logmodular subalgebra of C(X) if log j A-’ / 
is dense in C,(X). A function algebra A which satisfies the equality log 1 4-l 1 = 
C,(X) is called a strongly logmodular subalgebra of C(X). The reader is referred 
to [3, 121 for many of the basic properties of weak peak sets and additional 
properties of function algebras, and to [ll] f or a thorough discussion of log- 
modular algebra. 
Let A denote a fixed closed subalgebra of C(X) which contains the constants. 
Let B be a closed subalgebra of C(X) which contains A. We define B, to be the 
closed subalgebra of C(X) generated by (I/f E B: f E A}. It is clear that A C Bl C 
C(X). If B = B, , then B is called a Douglas algebra. 
A function b E A is called an inner function if ) b 1 = 1. For strongly log- 
modular algebras there is a useful characterization of Bl [1, p. 811, which says 
that Bl is the closed algebra generated by A and (6 E B: b is an inner function}. 
3. HARDY SPACES 
Throughout Sections 3 and 4 we will be considering a fixed logmodular 
algebra A on a compact HausdoriI space X and a fixed homomorphism y E 
M(A), where M(A) is the maximal ideal space of A. By m we denote the repre- 
senting measure for y. The Hardy space P(m) is defined as follows: For 
I <p < CO, the Hardy space HP(m) is the closure of A in P(m). The weak- 
star closure of A in Lm(m) is Elm(m). It is clear that H”(m) is a uniformly closed 
subalgebra of L”(m) and that y is multiplicative on Ha(m). In the special case, 
when A is the disk algebra, X the unit circle, and m the normalized Lebesgue 
measure on X, the corresponding Hardy space is the classical Hardy space HP 
(1 < p < og) of the open unit disk D. 
The Banach algebra La(m) is isometrically isomorphic to C(M(Lm(m))) via the 
Gelfand transform, where M(L”(m)) is the maximal ideal space of L”(m) which. 
is a totally disconnected compact Hausdorff space. The Gelfand transform 
carries M”(m) onto a strongly logmodular subalgebra of C(M(Lm(A4))). This is 
due to a result by Hoffman [1 1, p. 3011 which states that for every real-valued 
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function u in L”(m), there exists FE (Ha(m))-l such that Y = log 1 F /. No 
notational distinction will be made between an element in L”(m) viewed as a 
function on X or its Gelfand transform viewed as a continuous function on 
M@“(m)). Thus, we may consider P(m) as a function algebra on M(La(m)). 
Hence it makes sense to talk about weak peak sets for H”(m) which are subsets 
of M(L”(m)). Th e reader is referred to [l 1; 3, Chap. 43 for discussions concern- 
ing HP(m), and to [8, [lo] for HP (1 < p < 03). 
4. AN INTERPOLATION RESULT IN THE HARDY SPACE H”(m) 
In this section we retain the notations of Section 3. Let B be a closed sub- 
algebra of La(m) which contains Hm(m), and let S be a subset of M&“(m)) 
which is a weak peak set for B. Let B, = {f~ La(m): f Is E B Is}. Then it is a 
subalgebra of L”(m) which contains B and it is closed since B IS is closed in 
C(S) [3, p. 1041. For ugly, we define dist,(u, B) = inf{]l u - h (Is : h E B} 
and dist(u, B,) = inf{(\ u - h Ilrn: h E B,}, where 11 u - h IIs = sup{\ U(X) - 
h(x)]: x E S}. It is not difficult to see that dist(u, B,) = dist,(u, B) for any u 
in L”(m). 
We prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let B be a closed s&ulgebra of La(m) which contains Ha(m), 
and S be a subset of M(L”(m)) which is a weak peak set for B. If f E B is such that 
f Is is invertible in B Is , then there exists F in B n (L”(m))-l such that F = f on 5’. 
To prove the theorem we need the following results. 
THEOREM 4.A [2, Theorem 5.11. Let A be a function algebra an a compact 
space Y. Assume that there is a positive measure 7on M(A) such that A is weak-star 
closed in La(~). Assume also there is II, E M(A) continuous in the weak-star topology 
of L*(r) such that every finite complex measure on Y representing the functional on A 
has closed support Y. If F E C(Y), (1 F Ilrn < 1, then there exists G E: C(Y), such 
thatIGI=landGEF+A. 
We remark that Theorem 4.A is applicable [2, p. 2831 to the case when A = 
H”(m) and Y = M(L”(m)). T o see that, let 7 be the unique measure on Y such 
that m(E) = s xE dr for every Bore1 set E of X. Here xE is the characteristic 
function of E, regarded as a continuous function on Y. Define #(f) = sfdm = 
SfdT, f EL-(m). It is easy [9, p. 191 to see that H”(m) is weak-star closed in 
L”(T). If /I is a finite complex measure on Y representing # on H”(m), then the 
closed support of t.~, is Y. This follows from the Riesz theorem for logmodular 
algebras [l 1, Theorem 6.51 and the fact [l 1, p. 2861 that a function in P(m) 
with nonzero mean cannot vanish on a set of positive measure. 
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COROLLARY 4.2. Let B be a closed &algebra of L”(m) containing HOD(m). Let 
f E B and b be an inner function in B. If c > 11 f Ilrn , then there exists fi in B such 
that 1 fi 1 = c and fi = f + bh, , for some h, in H”(m). 
Proof. Let F = hfc. Then I[F Ilrn < 1. By Theorem 4.A, there exists 
G ELLF(m) such that 1 G / = 1 and G E F + Hm(m). Thus fi = cbG = f + bh, 
for some h, in H”(m). Clearly, fi E B and I fi j = c. This ends the proof of the 
corollary. 
THEOREM 4.B [I, Theorem 4.11. Let B be a logmodular subalgebra of C(Y) 
and J be an ideal in C(Y), where Y is a totally disconnected compact Hausdor- 
space. Then the closure of B + J is a Douglas algebra. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The hypothesis that f Is is invertible in B Is shows 
that f(x) # 0 for all x E S. Let W be a clopen subset of M(L”(m)) such that 
f(x) # 0 for all x E W. The function fxW + 1 - xW E (L”(m))-l, so we can 
write it in the form z’g, where v EL”(m), I zi / = 1, and g E (H=(m))-‘. [This is 
possible because H=(m) is strongly logmodular.] Both the functions v and BE B, . 
It is easy to see B, = B + J, where J = (fE L=(m): f (S) = 0). Thus by 
Theorem 4.B, we have B, is a Douglas algebra. Hence there exist h E B and b an 
inner function in B such that 6~ B, and 11 v - hb- IIJJ < 1 [see Section 21. 
Since [I 1 - &h Ilrn < 1 and ~6-6~ Bs , [3, p. 491 shows that ti& = eU for some 
UIEBS. By the definition of B, , there exists u E B such that ui = u on S. 
Thus bhe@ = v on S. We assert that there exists G E B n (Lm(m))-l such that 
G = 6 on S. Assume this assertion for a moment, then we can finish the proof 
of the theorem by setting F = Ghe+g. 
Proof of the assertion. 
Step 1. Without loss of generality, we can assume that S is a peak set 
for B. To see this, let Q be a function in B such that 6 = Q on S. Let W = 
{y E M(L”(m)): 1 6(y) - q( y)l < E < l}. Then W is an open set in M(L”(m)) 
containing S. A compactness argument shows that there exists a peak set E for 
BsuchthatSCECW.Hence)6-pI <E<lonE.Consequently,J6-qI/, < 
1. This shows that dist(b, BE) = dist,(6, B) < 1. From the inequality dist 
(6, BE) < 1, there exists fi in Be such that 11  - bfl (Im < 1. It is well known 
that bfi is invertible in B, . Consequently, 6~ BE . Thus b JE is invertible in 
B lE> as desired. 
Step 2. Let h be a peaking function of the peak set S. Consider the two func- 
tions b and (1 - h). We claim that there is no 4 E M(B) such that 4(b) = 0 and 
#( 1 - h) = 0. Suppose to the contrary that there exists some 4 E M(B) such that 
4(b) = 0 and $( 1 - h) = 0. Since #(I - h) = 0, we have+(h) = 1. Let p be the 
representing measure for 4, and supp p be its closed support. Now, 4(h) = 
Jhdp=l.Since/h(<l, we have h = 1 on supp p. Since h peaks on S, we 
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have supp TV C S. By hypothesis, there exists fi in B such that f21) = 1 on S. In 
particular, fib = 1 on the supp p. Finally, #(f,)+(b) = +(f&) = sfi b dp = 1. 
This contradicts the fact that 4(b) = 0. Hence the claim is proven. Consequently, 
[3, p. 271 shows that there exists f and g both in B such that fb + g( 1 - h) = 1. 
Step 3. Fix c > ilg Iii0 , where g is as in step 2, and let E be subset of X such 
that E = (1 1 - h 1 < 1/3c}. Since H”(m) is strongly logmodular, there exists 
g, E (H”(m)))l such that 1 g, / = 1 on E and / g, / = l/2 on X\E. Now, Ilgg, Ilrn ,< 
([g I/= < 2c. By Corollary 4.2, there exists g, E B such that 1 g, 1 = 2c and g, = 
gg, $ bh, , for some h, in H”(m). Now, 
1 - g, (k) (1 - j?) 
I= 1 - kg1 + bh) (k) (1 - 4 
= I-(gf?) 
1 
(1 -h) = 1 -g(l -h) -?(I -h) 
=fb-F (1 -h) = b [f-$(1 -h)]. 
Thus 1 - g,(l/g,)( 1 - h) = bG, w h ere G = [f - (h,/g,)(l - h)] E B. Certain- 
ly, we have 1 = bG on S. 
OnE:IGI>l-/Igal 
Thus GE B n (L”(M))-l. Th is ends the proof of the assertion, and consequently 
Theorem 4.1 is proved. 
5. A DISTANCE RESULT IN THE HARDY SPACE H” OF 
THE OPEN UNIT DISK D 
Let S be a subset of M(La) which is a weak peak set for Hm. We consider the 
closed algebra Hsm = (f ELm: f Is E H4 Is}. 
The following theorem is the main result of this section. The proof will be 
completed after Theorem 5.2 is established. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let S be u subset of M(Lm) which is a weak peak set for Hm. Let 
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u EL”, 1 IL 1 = 1 on S and dist(u, II,“) < 1. Then there exists a unimodular 
function ii in L* such that li = u on S and dist(z2, H*) < 1. 
This theorem gives an affirmative answer to a question raised in [6]. Let us 
say that a weak peak set S for Hsco has the extension property if for any u E La, 
1 u 1 = 1 on S, and dist(u, H”) < 1, there exists a unimofular function ii in La 
such that G = u on S and dist(li, H”) < 1. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let S be a subset of M(Lm) which is a weak peak set for Hm. 
Then S has the extension property ;f and only if for any interpolating Blaschke 
product B which is invertible in H,“, there exists a function FE Hw n (Lm)-l 
such that F = B on S. 
We recall the definition of an interpolating Blaschke product. A sequence 
{z,}Er in D is called an interpolating sequence if for every bounded sequence 
{wn}~=r there is an f in Hm such that f (Z,J = w, , A Blaschke product whose 
zeros form an interpolating sequence is called an interpolating Blaschke product. 
The proof of Theorem 5.2 involves some results from the theory of Toeplitz 
operators on H2 of the open unit disk D. 
Let p be the orthogonal projection of L” onto Hz. For g EL”, the Toeplitz 
operator T, is the operator from H” -+ H2 defined by T,f = p( gf ), for f E H2. 
Also we need the following result [4, 131; see also [5]. 
THEOREM (The Chang-Marshall Theorem). Let B be a closed subalgebra of 
Lz which contains H”. Then B is the closed subalgebra of LW generated by H” and 
the complex conjugates of those interpolating Blaschke products that are invertible 
in B. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Suppose that S has the extension property. Let B be 
an interpolating Blaschke product which is invertible in H,“. By hypothesis, 
there exists a unimodular function v in Lp, v = B on S, and dist(v, Ha) < 1. 
Thus 11 v - h 1135 < 1, for some h E Ha. Consequently, I[ 1 - tih l[m < 1. Since 
%h E Hsx, [3. p. 491 shows that there exists a function g, E H,” such that 
8h = es. By the definition of Hsm, there exists a function g in H* such that 
g, = g on S. Set F = he-g; then F = v = B on S, and FE Hm n (L”)-l. 
Conversely, let u ELM, 1 u / = 1 on S and dist(u, Hsm) < 1. Since 1 u 1 = 1 
on S, and S is totally disconnected, there exists a continuous real-valued function 
f on S such that u = eif on S. By the Tietze extension theorem f can be extended 
to a continuous real-valued function to all of M(L=), and we continue to denote 
this extension by f. The function e if ELm and 1 err I = 1. Since u = egf on S, we 
have dist(eif, H,“) = dist(u, Hsio). Thus, we can assume that / u 1 = 1 on 
M(L”). By the Chang-Marshall theorem there exists g E Hm and an interpolating 
Blaschke product B which is invertible in Hsm such that j/ u - gB II9 < 1. 
A result due to Rabindranathan [14] ( see also [7, p. 1871 or [15, p. 121) shows 
that the Toeplitz operator TUB is left invertible. By assumption B = F on S for 
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some F in Hm n (L”)-l. Thus the Toeplitz operator TuBF is left invertible. Now, 
[16, p. 1161 shows that TuBF,iFi s left invertible. Set ii = &F/l F I; then 1 Ez ( = 1, 
li: = u on S. Again, by the Rabindranathan result, we have dist(& Ha) < 1. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
Now, Theorem 5.1 follows from combining Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 5.2. 
It would be interesting to know if one can avoid using Toeplitz operators 
in the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
Theorem 5.1 has applications to the local theory of Toeplitz operators, and 
these applications will appear elsewhere. 
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